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JDA Sequencing: The Gap In Your Agile Supply Chain? 

What’s The Problem? 

Most companies vary in maturity and capability across their different supply chain planning functions. 

Organizations frequently focus on Demand Planning and Master Production Planning and/or Distribution 

Planning, and these network-level planning processes are often more mature than the detailed scheduling 

processes that convert them into executable production schedules. Consequently, many companies have a 

hard time reliably translating good plans into good execution instructions, at the cost of lost profits and 

service levels.  

Production scheduling problems can be incredibly complex. Complex routings and BOMs, sequence 

dependent changeovers, cleanups and preventive maintenance requirements, and machine and labor 

constraints are simultaneously in play. As the capacity to consider all possible options is often beyond human 

capabilities, manual scheduling processes rely on simplifying rules-of-thumb, tribal knowledge, and extended 

“frozen” time fences. These coping strategies result in cost and margin leakage, loss of responsiveness to 

demand changes, and an aggravating level of firefighting and exception management.  

Only so much can be done from the planning side to fix this frustrating gap. To resolve this disconnect and 

drive more optimal interplay of planning and plant execution, leading companies are employing advanced 

production scheduling solutions like JDA Sequencing.  

Why is Scheduling So Hard?  

Mathematically speaking, production scheduling is very difficult to do because the number of possible 

schedules is a “factorial” problem. For only three products, there are 6 schedules possible, and the number 

of potential sequences grows exponentially with product count: 

• 3!  = 6 

• 5!  = 120 

• 10!  = 3,628,800 

• 25!  = 15,511,210,043,330,985,984,000,000 
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING 

Given the multiple factors that usually must be considered for each schedule option to decide if it’s “good” 

(or even feasible), real-world scheduling quickly becomes a forbidding challenge.  

What Makes a “Good” Schedule? 

Determining whether a schedule is attractive depends on how it supports multiple, often competing, 

business objectives. Common high-level objectives include: 

• Demand satisfaction – is demand being satisfied on time? 

• Throughput and capacity utilization – is production using capacity efficiently? 

• Production cost minimization – are the lowest overall costs being achieved? 

• Inventory minimization – are raw material, WIP, and finished goods ideally staged and buffered? 

But the Definition of Good Can Change Over Time… 

A core challenge for schedulers is that the desired trade-offs among these conflicting objectives often shift 

as business conditions change:  

• If demand is strong and capacity tight, a company may emphasize throughput and volume, with less 

stress on-time demand satisfaction 

• If demand is soft, satisfying customers on time to win business may be critical 

Keeping up with the priorities of the moment, and determining schedules that address them properly, adds 

another dimension of complexity to the scheduler’s problem.  

How Manual Processes Fall Short 

Manual scheduling processes must simplify the problem with rules of thumb and approximation. In most 

cases the focus is on simply achieving a feasible and executable schedule, with limited ability to optimize its 

“goodness”. Simplification has a price and common shortcuts can degrade the quality of the schedule.  

• Fixed schedule “blocks” – The scheduler works with predetermined blocks of shifts, days, or 

weeks for given products, simplifying the task at the cost of mis-utilized capacity and artificially 

extended lead times.  

• Blended parameters – Production rates, changeover times, preventive maintenance, and labor 

availability averaged into generalized scheduling parameters that end up under or over-stating 

utilization for many requirements.  

• Oversimplified calendars – Models omit specific preventive maintenance and other capacity-

reducing activities. 

• Excluded constraints – Schedulers often must neglect real-world schedule drivers like labor 

because they are hard to model and consider their effect in spreadsheets.  
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• Omitted metrics and analysis – Spreadsheets and simplified approaches are poor vehicles for 

tracking performance to plan or diagnosing performance issues.   

How Is JDA Sequencing A “Step Up”? 

JDA Sequencing uses an efficient solution method called simulated annealing to rapidly converge on near-

optimal schedules. It generates schedules, grades them against defined business objectives, and makes 

experimental schedule variations to see if it can improve their “grade”. As improvements hit the point of 

diminishing returns, it proposes the best solution along with its performance metrics to the various 

business objectives.  

The schedule metrics used by JDA Sequencing are based on your business objectives and rankings that you 

can adjust as your business needs change without disrupting your schedulers’ business cadence and flow.  

How Does JDA Sequencing Help The Business? 

JDA Sequencing offers a quantum leap in schedule quality and speed, giving you new tools to drive 

performance, increase agility, and reduce risk. 

• Schedule quality and viability – Clear modeling of business objectives and production 

constraints gives key insights into objective attainment, tradeoffs, and sensitivity.  

• Scheduling (and rescheduling) speed – You can dramatically reduce the time to respond to 

demand or priority changes, often from days to minutes. 

• Business agility – Concise modeling of objectives and priorities allows you to shift emphasis 

when the business needs it, and explore what-ifs and their impact. 

• Repeatability across plants, across practitioners, and over time – Your scheduling 

objectives, inputs, and decision criteria are transparent and less dependent on planner judgment 

and individual biases. Tribal knowledge is systematically captured. 

• Effective training and improved staff flexibility – With a documented process and 

production model, there is less “soak time” required to step into a scheduling role. 

• Productivity – Schedulers can shift their time towards process improvement and model 

refinement as their manual burden is relieved and exception handling goes down. 

• Standard reporting and measurement – Schedule and analytical data is generated in 

formats directly usable in subsequent reporting and analytics.  

• A Platform for Continuous Improvement – Ability to identify causal factors and quantify 

impacts allows prioritization and measurement of improvements over time. 

The Adoption Journey 

The timeline for implementing JDA Sequencing scale dependent – production complexity to be modeled, 

the number of resources that need to be represented, and the products and BOMs involved – but getting 

started is important and getting early value is still possible.  
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To leverage cycles of learning and to support key parallel efforts in change management and staff upskilling, 

we strongly recommend an incremental, iterative adoption approach: 

Crawl:  compact, bounded set of items and essential resources 

Walk:  more complex operations with expanded item and resource scope  

Run: multi-stage schedules, what-if analyses, and ongoing performance improvement 

This approach lets schedulers refine essential competencies in model definition and process execution, and 

helps assure a robust and stable solution. 

Finally, as with enterprise systems, the need for pristine master data is table stakes for accurate results using 

detailed scheduling tools. Incorporating strong governance and compliance monitoring of data quality and 

completeness is a critical success factor for JDA Sequencing success.  

We hope you found this information to be helpful. To access more Spinnaker thought leadership click here 

or to learn more about our services click here.  

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce 

costs, and improve customer service by developing world -class supply chain capabilities. Our 

services help clients develop the right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and 

implement the process and technology solutions to improve Demand/Supply Planning, 

Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse Logistics business 

performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength of 
deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business 

process outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, 

Spinnaker has offices in Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, 

and Singapore. 

 

Contact Us:  

 

Phone: 877-476-0576 

 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 
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